This is usually where I’d rant on about what’s inside this issue and give some of my thoughts on the
current industry. Surprise! I’m still going to do, just that, I will however cover an ‘evergreen’ topic
of concern so as to stay fresh for new readers. Before we get to that part however, I’m going to give
a sales pitch.

"

We offer a complete digital magazine regarding all aspects of herpetoculture & herpetology.
We are the ONLY completely digital captive reptile care magazine available today on any device
capable of opening a PDF file. Our authors are also our audience! We are authored for
herpetoculturists & herpetologists, both of which, offer contributions to the reptile industry
through our magazine.

"

• Peer Reviewed
• Herpetologist Edited
• 100% Green
• 99% Content
• Wider coverage of topics
• 100% Satisfaction Guarantee

"

How are we able to offer this magazine without advertisement? This is a question we are
often asked. So here’s how it all breaks down.
What happens when you subscribe?
At the end of every calendar year we add up the entire subscriptions for that year. We take that
total and divide it up thusly.
As of 2014 the following breakdown is the editorial policy of Herpetoculture House Digital Imprint.
Total Income Amount = X
Hosting Fees = -~100.00
Remaining = X
50% of X is used for production costs and fees
Remaining 50% of X after production costs and fees is then distributed
Regular Columnists = 80% of X

"

Contributing Authors = 20% of X
Subscribe NOW

Thoughts on Herpetoculture

"

"

Typically speaking I don’t have the magazine planned out the year in advance so our From the Editors Cage
piece is more updated than other magazines. So here for this issue I wanted to further expand on what makes
our magazine great. !

"

One of the ‘benefits’ or ‘features’ of Herpetoculture House Digital Magazine that I mentioned earlier was
wider coverage of topics. What exactly does that mean? We don’t shy away from covering what some consider
‘sensitive’ topics.!

"

Topics such as rattlesnake roundups, captive care of venomous species of reptiles or medically relevant
invertebrates. These are often shied away from by most reptile magazines. While we respect that their
corporate entities deem this necessary. We believe otherwise, therefore we have a disclaimer in place. We know
that people own the animals whether legally or illegally is in fact irrelevant insofar as captive care is concerned. !

"

The issue of legality is one that is often brushed over by most of the reptile magazines as well. This again is
something that will not be found in Herpetoculture House. We have an obligation to relay any and all
information regarding the legal aspects of reptile keeping around the world. We do our best to cover
everywhere and this is where you, our audience can contribute and have your voice heard. Write for us today!
Even if you’ve never written a word for publication in your life, we will be happy to assist you with topics and
anything else needed to get your voice out there. !

"

Conservation or as we call it around here Eco-Friendly. We hold the position that enough resources are already
consumed by the world at large so we oﬀer not only a quality product, we are doing so while conserving our
natural resources. We are very proud to say; we are the first completely Eco-Friendly Herpetoculture Magazine.
Don’t be fooled by an emailed newsletter, or a corporate published ‘magazine’ focused on advertising its own
products amidst very light content which claim to be eco-friendly magazines. !

"

All of the above is missing from todays available reptile media whether that be print or digital in format.
Herpetoculture House Magazine was born of the desire of a few people to change the face of the
herpetoculture industry and bring that now thriving monster back into the yard as the neighborhood pet every
child knows and adores. Join us on our adventure today.
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ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. This magazine contains material protected under International and
Federal Copyright Laws and Treaties. Any unauthorized reprint or use of this material is
prohibited. No part of this magazine may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage
and retrieval system without express written permission from the author / publisher.

"

The purpose of the information in this magazine is to offer an account of methods, techniques, housing and
protocols used by professional and private keepers. Any content displayed is NOT an instruction manual, and due to
the wide variety of sources of this information, neither this magazine nor its contributors can guarantee its content’s
accuracy. The Reptile Apartment Group, its staff and contributors involved in the production of such articles and
information hold no liability for damages, injuries, ailments or death resulting directly or indirectly from information
contained herein. This information is for use as reference material, and a balance of viewpoints should be considered
at all times. The entire risk as to the results and the performance of the information is assumed by the user, and in no
event shall The Reptile Apartment Group or its subsidiaries be held liable for any consequential, incidental or direct
damages suffered in the course of using the information in any material produced by The Reptile Apartment Group.

The Mystery & Nature of Boa Constrictors	

By	


Sarah Hagen
General Information: Wild Boas (Boa
constrictor ssp.) are found throughout central
and south america. Most of the boa constrictors
in the pet trade are descendants from the variety
found in Colombia and central america, often
called Colombian or Central American Boas
(Both are B. c. imperator). There are many other
boas available as well, most of which are the
same species but
diﬀerent subspecies
because they have
evolved into a variety
of colors, patterns
and sizes depending
on their native
locality. Some other
popular varieties that
are often commonly
available are True
Red-tail Boas from
Peru, Guyana,
Colombia and
Suriname (All are B. c.
constrictor), Island
Boas such as the Hog
Island Boa or the Cay
Caulker Boa (Both are
B. c. imperator) and
Argentine Boas (Boa
constrictor
occidentalis). Boas are
generally found in the
humid jungles that
exist throughout
south and central
america, surviving mainly on a diet of rodents
and birds. Most boas reach sizes around 8 ft but
there are varieties that range in adult size from 4

ft (Central American Boas) to as much as 12+
feet (True Red-tails). Boas can live as long as 30
years with record ages being as high as 40.!

"

Boas As Pets: Boas are probably the perfect pet
for someone who wants an easy, exotic, friendly
pet. They reach average sizes of 6-10 ft making
them extremely impressive yet still manageable
for a single individual.
Even as babies they
are usually extremely
tame and even the
most nippy individuals
can be tamed with
minimal handling.
They eat only once a
week but it is
important that the
owner is comfortable
with the idea of
feeding their boa
mice, rats or even
rabbits or chickens
eventually. Argentine
Boa!
Housing: A twenty
gallon terrarium is an
excellent starter size
for a baby boa. This
size tank will last
about a year. Most
boas ultimately will
need a cage six feet
long and about 15-24
inches high. Smaller
boas, such as the Central American Boa or the
Cay Caulker Boa, can be kept in a smaller four
foot long terrarium.

Substrate: The
best choice for a
boa cage in
Arizona is
bark. Many
books and even
some breeders
who are based in
more humid areas
will recommend
aspen or newspaper but
it tends to be too dry. Reptibark, Eco Earth, or
Cypress mulch all make great choices. They will
all absorb moisture when misted and help keep
the terrarium humid.!
!

"

"
Guyana and Suriname True Redtails
"

Heating: The ambient air temperature in a boa
enclosure should be between 80-85 degrees F
during the day. At night, the enclosure should
not be allowed to drop lower than 78
degrees. The basking spot should
be 95-100 degrees. As long as
your boa is in a room where it
is light enough to have a
day and night cycle,
fluorescent lighting is
not necessary. Heat
bulbs or ceramic
heat emitters
are usually
best for
daytime
lighting.
Heat pads,
and ceramic
heat emitters or a
combination of the
three can be used at night.!

"

Feeding: When feeding your
boa, it is a good idea to have a
separate feeding cage. This can simply be a
plastic shoe box for small ones or a larger
Rubbermaid container for adults. It is also best

to leave the feeding cage free of bedding to
prevent accidental ingestion. Snakes who are
routinely fed in their terrariums will develop
feeding responses and may go for your nice
warm hand reaching in, thinking that it is food
instead. Having a separate feeding cage will
eliminate this unpleasant possibility. Baby boas
should start oﬀ eating large fuzzy mice. After a
few feedings, they can graduate to adult mice. It
is best to feed one to two mice once a week
when they are young. A good rule to keep in
mind is to purchase prey animals that are about
the same to slightly larger girth as the largest
part of the snake. When the boa is two or three
feet long, it is usually time to switch to small
rats. Adult Red Tails will eat at least a jumbo rat
and many will eventually eat small-medium
rabbits or guinea pigs. Young adults can be fed
every other week one or two prey items. Large
adults can eat every two or three weeks
depending on how big the meal is. Pre-killed
versus live food: Most snake keepers prefer
feeding pre-killed rodents to ensure that their
boas do not get injured from a bite. You can buy
freshly euthanized or frozen rodents to oﬀer to
your snake. Frozen rodents must be thawed
to a little above room temperature before
feeding. If you choose to feed live, or
your snake refuses pre-killed, it is
always best to oﬀer prey using a
long pair of hemostats. This
way, the snake can hone in and
snatch up the prey in a calculated
manner, making rat bites a lot less
common. You must also remember never
to leave a live prey animal in the cage with
a boa. Some inexperienced owners will leave
an unwanted rat or mouse in the enclosure
hoping that their snake will choose to eat it at a
later time but boas tend to become intimidated
with a rodent left to paw its way around the
enclosure. After awhile, the rodent may start to
chew on the snake and the snake will probably
do nothing to stop this from happening. Many
snakes have been badly scarred and even killed
from rodents that were left too long in cages.

Sexing: There are several diﬀerent accurate
indicators that allow boas to be sexed. Perhaps
the easiest way is to find the two "spurs"which
are located on both sides of the anal opening.
These are vestiges of rear limbs and are used by
males to assist during breeding. Because of this,
males have very prominent spurs, while female
boas spurs are very small and are often only
visible after very careful scrutinization. Another
accurate indicator is the shape of the tail itself.
Males will have longer tails that taper evenly
after the anal opening. Female boas have shorter
tails which often taper in quickly. Both of these
methods of sexing can be quite accurate,
especially when used in conjunction on an adult
boa. The final way to sex boas is with metal
probes which are inserted into the boa's anal
opening. This is the most accurate method of
sexing but should only be performed by
someone with training and experience. We
happily oﬀer free sexing and probing on all
snakes purchased from us. We charge $5 to sex
snakes purchased elsewhere.!

"

"

Breeding: Boas are extremely easy to breed in
most cases. Most of the boas that we breed at
our store are simply pairs of boas who are left to
their own devices and happily breed every year.
Boas also give live birth so there are no eggs or
incubation to worry about. If a male and female
boa are left together and are not choosing to
breed there are several theories on how to
encourage breeding. It often seems to be
beneficial to separate the male and female boas
from each other until breeding season. For some
reason males that have been separated from a
female seem to be more aggressive breeders than
those that live with a female year round. The
only problem with this method is making sure
that you do not miss the short period of time
that the female boa is ovulating. Breeding season
for our boas ranges from late fall through the
winter. Males will often show signs of wanting to
breed because they will become anxious (very
active) and stop eating. Female boas will often
become quite plump in the lower part of their

body when they are ovulating, almost looking
like they do when pregnant. Female boas can
store sperm so it is better to have your boas
breed too soon than too late. At the first sign of
either individual being ready to breed they
should be placed together.!

"

Another method for inducing breeding is to
have more than one male in the cage. If you
cannot aﬀord or simply do not want the extra
boa, a shed skin from another breeding male can
work too. This simply stimulates the male boa's
natural instincts to compete. They will not hurt
each other or even be interested in each other
but will definitely want to be the one that gets
the female first, therefore stimulating breeding.!

"
"

Birth: Neonates will be born live but are
sometime still in their embryonic sac. The baby
boas should be allowed time to break out of the
sac on their own before attempting to help them
out. If a baby boa shows no sign of trying to
leave it's sac within 15 minutes make a small slit
near the head, being careful not to damage the
yoke. Some baby boas will still have the yoke
attached to their umbilical cord and this should
be left attached to them if at all possible. Any
heat lamps near the babies should be turned oﬀ
because it can cause the sac and yoke to dry out
before the baby boa is ready to leave them
behind. After the babies leave their sacs, we
remove the baby boas from their mothers and
place them with any remaining yokes in a a
terrarium with a heat pad on the bottom and
moist paper towels on the inside. It should be
kept moist to keep the yolks from drying out
prematurely as well as to prepare the boas for an
easy first shed. !
The First Week: !
After the yokes have been absorbed you can
move the babies to fresh paper towels. After that
the baby boas should be left on their own
besides making sure they have water, humidity
and heat.

About a week after their birth they should begin to shed their skin for the first time. After this they
can be oﬀered their first meal, usually between a large fuzzies and a small mouse, at which point you
can begin feeding them once a week and caring for them like any other boa.

"

Florida Kingsnakes
By Paul White

"

Nearly every body has heard of or seen a Californian

Kingsnake (Lampropeltis getula californiae). Not as many

Not too long after that, through a long string of

acquaintances and coincidences, I wound up taking in a

have heard of the Florida Kingsnake (Lampropeltis getula

neglected Florida Kingsnake. Chomper, as I named her, had

serpents. The Florida Kingsnake is a

still only being fed a pinky mouse every 2-3 weeks. I took

floridana), which is a shame as they are magnificent
mid-sized to large kingsnake, with a typically docile

temperament, a great feeding response, and a myriad color
variations (even before you consider morphs). They're the

forgotten East Coast cousin of a West Coast superstar, but
are an amazing animal to work with in their own right. They
are a snake person's snake.

I was fortunate enough to begin working with these a few
years ago. Back in the early 2000's I had sold off
most of my snakes due to financial

been in the care of one individual for about a year and was
her in, and started feeding her properly. After I'd had

Chomper a few months, and knew she'd pull through, I

realized I'd found what snake I wanted to work with--so I

ordered some from Rainer over at bluerosy.com, and some
from John Cherry . Their fearless but not aggressive

demeanor, enthusiastic feeding response, perfect size,

variable but beautiful color and their overall
behavior won me over. Fairly active
without being flighty, explorative,

reasons--I was in college and

manageable...these are probably my

dead broke and had some

favorite pet snake.

"

medical problems. I simply

couldn't afford to keep much.

When my situation got better, I

Basic stats:

The Florida Kingsnake is found

wanted to keep snakes seriously

in the southern half the

again. I'd kept one boa and one ball

Florida peninsula; animals in

python and my savanna monitor (who

the northern half the

had since died), but that was it. I

peninsula are regarded as

wanted something active, different, less

intergrades between the

common, and easy to care for and breed.

Florida Kingsnake and the Eastern

I'd initially dismissed the whole Lampropeltis
getula group out of hand (since I don't care

for California kings and they were most of what

Kingsnake by some taxonomist, and as pure

I'd

seen) but while researching on the internet I saw a picture

of an amazing Florida king and began to think of them as a
possibility.

"

Florida Kingsnakes by others. I will not venture an opinion
here as I'm a herpetoculturist, and not a herpetologist, nor

have I extensively studied or kept snakes originating from
the proposed intergrade zone.

I've never been fortunate enough to field herp in their native

mice and rats. As neonates, they're too small for any birds

suggest they use fairly diverse habitats--cane fields, canal

they're big enough to eat a small rat or 2-3 adult mice I

range, but what I've read and heard from people that have

"
banks, pine forest, swamps, you name it.

but hatchling quail, so I just feed rodents. By the time

begin to feed them poultry. It doesn't cost anything more

These are a mid sized snake for the most part. I have 17

than rats (chicks are very cheap in bulk) and the snakes

3.5-4' in length. I have seen photos of Florida Kingsnakes

variety of prey animals.

adults, and they range from 3'-4.5', with most being

that were 6', but those are very much the exception rather
than the rule. My heaviest weighs in at a kilogram, and my

lightest adult is around 700 grams. I'd expect one of the 6'
giants to weight in substantially more. These are a thicker
bodied snake that the California Kingsnake, so will weigh

seem to give me a better feeding response when getting a
One frequent issue is the amount of feeding. I see

occasional complaints of bitey Florida king snakes on

internet forums--when the people are asked how they feed,
house, and care for their kings it usually comes out
that they're feeding too little. An adult

a bit more than a California

Florida Kingsnake--a 600+ gram

Kingsnake of the same length.

animal-- needs more than one or

Lifespan seems, from

two adult mice every 10-14

conversations with other

days. I feed 2-3 times a week

keepers, to be fairly typical--

with relatively small meals for

high teens to low/mid 20s

my babies, and 1-2 times a

is a reasonable window.

week for adult breeders. For

The natural diet of the

most hatchling Florida kings, a

Florida Kingsnake seems

large pinky is a fine meal--most of

to consist of reptiles and

my hatchlings are around 12-18 grams

their eggs, birds and their eggs,

and mammals. I'm unaware of records of Florida

so a large pinky 2-3 times a week

works well. One or two 1 day old chicks,

Kingsnakes eating amphibians or invertebrate prey, but it

3-4 normal

Florida king snakes are highly variable, and can have

my males as reproduction is very calorically intense. Using

would not surprise me. Mine are garbage disposals.

shades of brown, yellow, black and white. They undergo a
significant color change as they age--as hatchlings they

tend to look black or brown with thin white stripes (similar

to eastern kings) but as adults, they have a saddled and/or
speckled pattern; see my photos of my non-morph animals
for examples.

Captive Care:

While their natural diet is highly varied, in captivity they fare
well on rodents and birds. They will eat other snakes too-I've used garter snakes to scent pinky mice for the rare

reluctant hatchling. I try to offer some variety; I feed my

snakes about 50% chicks and 50% rodents, with a mix of

adult mice, or a small rat make a meal for

most of my adults. I do feed my females more heavily than

this feeding schedule I get good growth rates--300 grams
at a year isn't too uncommon. If a snake starts to look too

chunky I simply back off a bit-fewer meals or smaller meals.
These are not small snakes, and they're surprisingly

active--I'd advise people to use something equivalent to a

40 gallon breeder for most adults. The rare small one can

probably be OK in a 20 gallon long. I keep my adults (most
of them) in CB 70 tubs (33x17"). I personally use either

cypress mulch or newspaper; other keepers report aspen
works well but I am allergic, so I've never really tried it.

These snakes love to dig, so 3-4" of substrate will be

appreciated.

If you want to use a cage type set up, a good mix of

organic potting soil and sand would probably work as well.

"

I give my animals a gradient from about 90 degrees down

underneath your thumbnail eagerly trying to swallow the
thumb is not fun.
Morphs:

to room temperature (low 70s). I place hides in both

There are a variety of color or pattern morphs for the

and laying it lengthwise in the tub works well for a hide. I

personal favorite), anerythristic, axanthic, hypomelanistic,

locations-- I've found quartering a 12" diameter PVC pipe
also give my animals a humid hide--I take a semi- solid

plastic container, cut an access hole and fill it with barely

damp sphagnum moss (similar to a nest box). As neonates
they use these extensively, but even adults will use these

when they're in shed. There is a surprising amount of debate
online about how to heat them--some people claim either

overhead or belly heat work best. I have found both to work

Florida kings. 2 strains of albinos , the white sided (my

and mosaic are all widely available. There is also "Peanut
butter" which I have not had the good fortune to see

personally, and of course you can get various combinations
of those morphs.
Breeding:

These breed easily. I like my females to be over 300

grams, which can safely happen inside

well, but keep in mind overhead heat can dry a cage out. If

18 months. Males can probably

you do use overhead heat you must keep a humid hide

breed smaller, but I simply haven't

in since that does tend to be a bit more

tried it. Breeding small snakes will

evaporative.

give you smaller clutches 5-6

Out of my 17 adults

eggs. Bigger snakes (in the

and sub adults, not a

700+ gram range) can give

one is ill tempered.

up to 12-15 eggs. My

Babies can be flighty and

largest clutch to date was

a bit bitey, but mine all

17 eggs from my

started to calm down when

hypomelanistic female. 2

they got large enough to take

days prior to laying she was

adult mice. As adults they're

841 grams; after she finished laying she

darling. Several of mine seem to
actively enjoy handling, and will

crawl up my arm as soon as I open

was 576 grams so the clutch was essentially 31% of

the tubs--

my axanthic male, a normal male (named Epicurus for his

feeding response) and both my white sided kings do that. I
have heard of one or two genuinely ill tempered Florida
kings, but that is very much the exception.

However they have a massive feeding response--wash your
hands if you've handled any other animal. Snake, rat, mice,
whatever-- they may try to eat your hand. And trust me,

that can hurt. Having a 4' long Florida king with its teeth

her bodyweight.

I cycle mine for 2-3 months. Every year, usually in mid to
late fall, the feeding responses begin to slow down. They

are in a climate controlled building of course, but it happens
anyway and I use that as my cue.

After 2-3 weeks of a lessened feeding response, I cease
feeding for 2-3 weeks entirely, while lowering warm end

temperatures to the low 70s. After 2-3 weeks, I pair up

the pairs I want to mate and place them in boxes in a large

wine cooler.

They're usually down by mid November, and I typically pull them out in late February or early March. I keep the pairs together,

separating them to feed. I know that's a bit atypical for kingsnakes, but it has worked very well for me. Just make sure to offer
food twice a week during that time and separate them for the feeding and several hours afterwards. I leave them together until

"

I've seen several matings (this can take a couple of months) then separate them for the season, simply to prevent extra

clutches I don't want to deal with and to make sure my females get a break. I usually wind up with eggs at various points in

April and May. Just keep checking, and watching for mating. Once you've seen it several times, pull the male. Provide females
with a nest box--I prefer to get opaque plastic containers and fill them with moss till the female just just barely fit and move

around. Do not leave males in after the pre-lay shed--in the wild these animals eat reptile eggs. I've seen egg laying take place
3-4 days after a shed, or 2 weeks after the shed. The females usually look fairly thin and tired after laying their clutch—I

give them a day or so, then offer a slightly small meal, which is invariably taken with gusto. Then I put them back on a Monday/
Thursday feeding schedule. It can take a month to six weeks for them to entirely gain the weight back. The eggs I incubate at
80 degrees (there is some fluctuation) and hatch times are between 50 and 60 days for me.

Neonates are usually in the 8-12 gram range, and can take a decent sized pinky for a first meal. Problem feeders do occur,
but are not common. Scenting with another snake or a lizard can work very well for handling the few

problem feeders. The first meal I offer all of them (the day after the first shed) is a frozen thawed

pinky with a split brain offered overnight. I do not tease feed them unless they haven't taken the
pinky by the next morning.

Tegu Tid-bits with Larissa

Colombian Black & White (Tupinambis teguixin)

"

Basin and Colombia near the equator. These tegus
are mainly carnivorous/insectivorous, but will eat
some vegetables and fruits as well. Each species
may have different behavioral qualities such as how
Colombians brumate, but do not hibernate like the
Argentines and physical ones like: size, facial
structure, scale counts, and color. Tegus are
considered one of the most intelligent reptiles in
the world, and unlike many who just tolerate
human contact, tegus are known to seek it out!
They can make great pets for experienced reptile
owners that understand the large amounts of space
they require, varied healthy diet, how to tame and
understanding it can be a long process, as well as
taking into account they can show aggressive
behavior and inflict a good amount of damage
biting, scratching and tail
whipping.

The intelligent, beautiful,
and powerful tegus (Salvator and Tupinambis) are
large terrestrial, diurnal lizards in the Teiidae
family. They live 15-20 years and the larger
Salvator reach 4-5 feet in length (females being on
the smaller side) while Tupinambis such as
Colombians reach about 3-3.5 feet long. The
various Argentine species
(Salvator) range over about
half of South America from
Taxonomy:
just north of Río Negro, up
Salvator merianae:
the whole eastern half of
Argentine Black & White
the continent, to eastern
Tegu, Argentine Blue Tegu,
Bolivia, Brazil, and the
Argentine Chacoan Giant
Amazon Basin. Released pet
Tegu
tegus have also started living
Salvator rufescens:
and breeding in Florida,
Argentine Red Tegu
US now since they have
Salvator duseni's: Yellow /
warm, humid weather and
Duseni's Tegu (not to be
winters that don't get too
confused with Colombian Gold
(Tupinambis palustris) Swamp Tegu
cold which allow the tegus
Tegu)
to hibernate. A good
Tupinambis teguixin: Colombian
majority of their diet
Black & White / Gold Tegu
consists of vegetation as
Tupinambis palustris: Swamp Tegu
well as insects and meats.Colombian tegus
Tupinambis longilineus: Rhondonia Tegu
(Tupinambis Teguixin) are found in central and
Tupinambis quadrilineatus: Four-Lined Tegu
northern South America, especially in the Amazon

"

Behavior/Taming
One of the big reasons why tegus are for more
experienced keepers is they can be aggressive
and dangerous. After a few years as you spend
lots of time with them, properly gain their
trust and wait for them to mature they can
make good pets, but if not handled often and
tamed well they can be very quick to bolt from
you, tail whip, charge at you, and bite. You can
end up with a 4 foot animal who is constantly
running from your or attempting to injure you
threatened, let
out of defense. Even a young one
them come to you
(Tupinambis longilineus) Rhondonia Tegu
that's still small has more
seeing you aren't
strength than people would
going to
imagine when wiggling to get free from being held.
immediately grab
Their tail whips hurt and their teeth can do a lot
them. It's good to not bother them while they are
of damage, never mind when they are adults. They
hiding, they will feel like they are being hunted and
are not suitable pets for children and while
not have a safe spot they can rely on retreating to
untamed they should not be around them to be
without being touched. Tegus can be cage
safe. When tamed they can be around children
aggressive so sometimes when they need to be
with adult supervision at all times. Many people
taken out they just have to be picked up, taken out
expect them to tame down in a month or so when
and they might calm down more. When holding
in reality it can take years, especially when they
one support the body, legs, and hold the base of
start to go through puberty and become very
their tail so they feel secure and do not escape your
moody, gape at you, bite, tail whip, and present
grasp or have a better opportunity to injure you or
quite an attitude. A good way to start out is waiting
themselves. You can sit in the bathroom (making
a week or two after getting your tegu before
sure there's no holes or anywhere they can escape
handling so they can settle into their new
to not be reached) and let them walk around while
environment before being stressed further. Next it's
you talk to them or read a book, use a laptop, etc.
good to sit near their cage and talk to them, put
so they see you're not there to bother them.
your hand inside the cage flat without trying to
Eventually they will come check you out and crawl
touch them
so they
on you. Other options are sitting in an empty bath
don't feel
tub letting them walk on you or sitting on a bed
(Tupinambis quadrilineatus) Four-Lined Tegu in a safe room. Putting a piece of your clothing
like a shirt or sock in their enclosure will
get them familiar with your scent.
Remember to move slowly and not make
sudden movements which can scare
them. Tegus are very active and need
time out of their cage to explore and be
held daily or they will become stressed
and unhappy. This could cause them to
rub their nose on the enclosure, literally
rubbing it raw, ripping the scales and
skin off. So unlike a leopard gecko or
crested gecko that doesn't mind if you
just let it explore the cage without being
held too often, tegus can't be left in their
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cage all the time. Finding a specialized reptile vet
in your area is a must for if the tegu ever has
health issues too.

hibernate for 6-7 months of the year. They start to
slow down around the end of summer then
hibernate during autumn, winter, and the
beginning of spring. Once in hibernation, they will
Addressing the topic of Colombian tegus, they can
not wake up at all; it's basically as if you don't have
be just as tame as Argentines; both just take
a tegu half the year or more. This is one thing that
patience and lots of working with. There are many
turns some people away since they don't get to see
docile Colombians so the bad reputation some
their pet half the year, and generally they will start
people give them without actually having
the hibernation process on their own, even if
experience with them should not be worried about
lighting and heating is kept at 10-12 hours per day.
or deter you from getting one for a pet. They can
Anyone who says that you can always stop them
actually be easier to handle than Argentines since
from hibernating to sell you a tegu is using it as a
they will not get as large (although still have a good
ploy. (They do not always hibernate yearly if in
amount of strength). Before making the
very warm places
commitment of
though) This has
getting a Tegu, be
happened to people
sure to think about
who then look to sell
future living
them after a few
situations and if it's
months when they
a good long term
go into hibernation
decision getting an
and weren't able to
animal who lives 20
be stopped. Once
years, takes lots of
you notice them
time and special
starting to eat less
care, taking up at
and sleep more,
least 32 square feet
start tapering down
of space for
the light and heat
Argentines and at
daytime cycle. This slows their
(Salvator rufescens) Argentine Red Tegu
least 18 square feet for
metabolism steadily to start
Colombians enclosures.
hibernation properly instead of them having 10
Will you be moving out of a house into somewhere
hours of heat and light suddenly cut off to nothing.
that doesn't allow animals, going to college, and
Likewise if the heat was left on too long it would
will you even want to care for a huge lizard for the
be very unhealthy for them, as heat burns calories
next 2 decades?
in their system and keeps their metabolism running
These intelligent creatures are not toys, but living
faster. Hibernating for 6-7 months means they
beings who's happiness, health, and well being are
won't be eating, so every bit of fat needs to be
completely our responsibility, just like having a
stored to get them through this time. They should
child. This big decision should not made offhand,
not be woken up or taken out; during hibernation
but researched and well planned out. When given
as they will be very disoriented, can be aggressive,
everything they require they can make amazing
and it's not healthy to interrupt this process. Once
additions to your family.
they wake up from hibernation in spring and you
Brumating/Hibernating
see them coming out to get a drink and bask, be
A very important factor to consider when thinking
sure to turn the lights/heat back on.
about getting a tegu is that the Argentine species
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They can go back to normal day cycles again at
this point, but I don't turn lights and heat on until
they show me they have awoken. I'd wait a little
after this time before starting to feed again so their
metabolism can start getting
back to normal, they can get
some water, and get warmed
up. Not long after they will
be awake and back
themselves again.
Others such as Colombian
(T. Teguixin) do not
hibernate like the Argentine
species. Living near the
equator, the temperatures
will not change drastically,
but do drop into the low 60s.
This can cause them to slow
down and in captivity may
start sleeping for even days at a time and eating
less. Food should still be offered though and
heating/lighting is still kept on, unlike with
hibernating Argentines. The light and heating can
generally be kept the same if they are still active
and they will just sleep more and not eat as often,
but the light and heating can be lowered to only a
few hours a day if they are in deeper brumation or
you would like them to be. Even though they sleep
a lot more, they are still somewhat active and can
be held during this time when they are awake
unlike species that hibernate.
housing.
Material / Dimensions
Tegus should always be housed in waterproofed
wood enclosures. These can be bought online or
built at home with plywood and 2x4s and coated in
a sealant, or can be made of melamine. If using
wood you must coat in a few layers of dry lok or
another animal safe water sealant so the wood
won't warp and quickly rot. The doors can be built
in many styles; you want one that opens in front
instead of from the top so it will be easier to
remove the tegu and be less stressful for him.
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(Tutorials and pictures are not too hard to find
online for ideas.) The door or most of it should be
(Salvator duseni's) Yellow/Duseni's Tegu

plexiglass or glass so they have a view out of one
side, but the other three being enclosed keeps them
feeling safe and prevents them from trying to
escape as much as if they were in a tank with all
clear sides. Building an enclosure is always going to
be a lot more cost efficient, so many owners take
this route. Tegus should not be housed in
aquarium tanks, as the screen tops will not hold the
high levels of humidity they need. This will cause
shedding and dehydration problems and can even
give them a respiratory infection. (and won't hold
heat as efficiently) They can't be housed in screen
cages for the same reason, plus they will climb on it
and can break toes or legs and get serious nose rub.
(Nose rub is just what it sounds, when trying to
escape, reptiles rub their face to get out and will rip
the scales and skin right off if not somewhere they
are more comfortable.) The same applies to young
tegus, who just need a smaller version of a wood
enclosure. For size, you want hatchlings and
juveniles starting out in a 4x2 foot enclosure
(smaller they will quickly outgrow and generally be
too small to hold proper temperatures since high
heat would be hard to escape from and too cool

would slow the metabolism), about 3 feet tall
so there is room for their heat lamp to fit
inside. Place it
12 inches from
their basking
rock if it's a UV
and heat bulb,
if it's UV only it
can be 12
inches above
the floor in any
part of the
cage. sub-adult
to adult
Argentine. (If
you have room
for a 10x5 or
anything larger
they would love
it.) For
Colombians I would highly recommend
using the same dimensions since they
will use all the room given. Absolute
minimum for a Colombian would be 6x3
foot dimensions though. A good idea if you
want is to create a ramp and area above the
ground of the cage for your tegu for even more
room to explore.

Juvenile Enclosure
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Higher than 12 inches will not provide the proper
exposure. You don't want screen tops or anything
blocking the light and heat. Be sure to account for
having about 6-8 inches (1 foot or more for adults)
of substrate below to burrow in which helps
regulate body temperate, gives a place to sleep, and
keeps them hydrated. This will last a few months
before they become large enough for their adult
cage. They grow very fast, so before getting one
plan out how you are going to make the juvenile
and adult enclosures. You want to start building
the adult one before they are ready for it so they
don't outgrow their first enclosure with nowhere
else to go. Always be sure to set up the enclosure
before bringing a tegu home to be put in a random
insufficient enclosure for an amount of time.
Colombians will grow at slower rates than
Argentines and this size enclosure will last longer
for them. Adult size enclosures for tegus should be
8x4x4 feet or larger, which is just enough room to
move around. For example if your tegu was 4 feet
long this would be twice as long and just as wide as
him, yet if he reaches 5 feet it would be even less.
This is why 8x4x4 should be the minimum for a
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Setup / Substrate
Setting up a tegu cage with the basics is not too
difficult. Tegus need a hide on each end of the
enclosure so they can properly thermoregulate. If
they get too warm they need a cool end to retreat
to. This means the the heat lamp will not be in the
center of the cage, but put on one end. The
basking lamp will be about 12 inches above the flat
basking rock (which can be on top of a large pile
of substrate, propped up by other rocks so they can
rest below as a hot end hide, etc. The basking rock
must be large, flat, and a dark color like slate that
the tegu's whole body and at least base of tail can
fit on. Without it they can't absorb heat or digest

food properly. Fake plants can be added to the
does not account for making their cage humid
walls for decoration, or on the floor so younger
though, it will not even make a noticeable
ones can walk through them. As adults they
difference.
generally will just dig them up and move them
Light/Heat/Measuring
around, so it's not a necessary addition. Substrate
for hatchlings and juveniles should be at least 6-8
Lighting and heating are both important factors to
inches deep to burrow for sleeping, escaping heat,
a tegus health. The basking spot surface
to get more humidity, etc. so it has many uses for
temperature should be 115-120F degrees for a
their health, not just to hide. Adults need at least 1
young one and 120-130F for older tegus that have
foot of substrate. The Argentines hibernate so for
larger amounts of space with an 80-85 degree cool
6-7 months out of the year they will be burrowed
end; humidity must be 60-70% to keep them
in it without waking up. Colombians can brumate,
healthy. Lights and heating should be kept on for
but will not be
10-12 hours per
completely down
day then turned
and never seen.
off at night.
Even so they also
There are
require the same
multiple options
amount of
for lighting and
substrate. Some
heating their
people use a
cage. My favorite
mixture of dirt to
for young tegus is
about 30% sand
a full spectrum
(which helps hold
UVA/UVB
the burrows) or
mercury vapor
cypress mulch
bulb. This
(which you can
provides their
also mix peat
heat and UV all
moss into), and other
in one bulb and won't take up much
similar options that
Adult Enclosure space. Another option is a basking bulb
hold high humidity
(which contains UVA) along with a UVB
and work well for
tube light in the cage, or for older tegus a good
burrowing in. Options I would not use are
idea is using a cluster of multiple lower wattage
newspaper, aspen, corn cob, ground walnut, pine,
heat lamps above a large basking rock, providing
cedar, or anything that won't hold humidity or
more spread out heat exposure rather than just 1
burrows well or be toxic. Many people mix in
bulb above them. When using UV bulbs be sure to
ground coconut fiber with their cypress mulch, and
switch them out every 6-8 months. (Be sure to read
a good tip is to just buy peat moss instead. It holds
the box, it can vary depending on the brand) After
humidity a bit better, but is the same texture about
a few months they still look like they are working,
and much cheaper. A water bowl/cat litter box/
but are no longer emitting UV. There are UV
storage bin that is large
enough for them to
meters that can be bought to measure how much is
soak in is also
important for
still coming out of the bulb. To measure
hydration and
shedding.
temperature you should always use digital
Having a large
water bowl
temperature probes, which are placed on the
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(Overview)
basking spot. The probe and wire lead to a small
display screen giving an accurate measurement at
Tegus are omnivorous and live healthiest on a
all times so fluctuations are noticed. If the
varied diet of dark greens, vegetables, some fruits,
enclosure is too cool, their metabolism will slow
insects, and whole prey meats. Keeping their diet
down and they won't eat as much; if they do eat it
changing instead of only sticking to a few options
will be harder to digest and could even rot in their
is going to give them different nutrition necessary
stomach killing them, or be thrown up so that
to keep them healthy. As juveniles Argentines
doesn't happen. If too hot, they can actually get
consume more protein than vegetation, where it
burnt and it's not healthy internally. This is why it's
makes up a good amount of the diet. (around half)
always important to know the
Once they get older,
current basking surface
vegetation makes up a larger
temperature. You never
part of their diet. When
want to use the analogue
studies were taken on
gauges, they only stick
stomach contents of tegus in
on the wall and give a
South America, it was
general idea of the
observed that this actually makes up
Greens and calcium powder
ambient temperature, which
around sixty plus percent of their diet.
is not helpful. To measure humidity use a digital
Tegus life expectancies have risen from about only
hygrometer, which can either be bought as a
5 years in the past to around 15-20 years presently
version that sticks on the wall (not to be confused
since more has been learned about their eating
with analogue hygrometer gauges) or digital probe
habits and care. When they were fed almost
versions, including combination temperature/
completely meat and eggs, they were getting fatty
hygrometer probes. They need daily misting as
liver disease and other health issues caused by such
well as some water poured in the substrate about
a high protein diet. Now that keepers feed much
once a week so it soaks up and is more beneficial
more dark greens and vegetables they live much
than just making the surface a bit wet. Without
healthier lives. As for Colombians, they are mainly
proper humidity they will become dehydrated, can
insectivorous / carnivorous and eat a smaller
have shedding problems which can lead to
amount of vegetation. Juveniles should be allowed
restricted blood flow then toes and the end of their
to eat as much as they want and are fed daily. As
tail can end up dying and falling off from the old
they get older they are fed every 2 days or so and
skin constricting them. They can develop
can eat as much as they like unless they start
respiratory infections which require vet care and
becoming obese, in which case food portions
without proper humidity their kidneys and other
should be cut back or not fed as often to prevent
organs will have a very hard time working properly
dangerous health issues. Feeding should take place
and eventually shut down. A temperature gun will
in a bin, tub, or other safe area outside the
check the current basking temperature and body
enclosure so they do not get cage aggressive
temperature of your tegu, which the other options
thinking that every time you open the cage they are
can't do. I'd say the others are important to have
getting food. It's also good so that they don't ingest
though so you aren't constantly using the
substrate or get meat lost and smell up the cage.
temperature gun and can always just take a quick
Insects should always be fed outside the enclosure
glance at the temperature probe screen.
so they don't escape into the substrate and so your
tegu doesn't ingest substrate from trying to catch
them. If too much is ingested, especially if they
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don't have proper temperatures, it can cause
impaction.
(Proteins)
Generally wild tegus eat a lot of snails and other
insects, frogs, toads and other amphibians, rats,
chicks or eggs from the nests of ground dwelling
birds, eggs from other species, fish, crabs, and more
for protein. Much of this can be replicated easily in
captivity by searching online or in specialty food
stores. Dubia, orange head, and other feeder
roaches are very easy to breed at home and
provide a very healthy staple insect containing
much protein and calcium. Simply get an 18 gallon
storage bin, make a large hole in the lid and secure
screening to it with duct tape for ventilation, add
egg flats for them to live in, then provide bug
burger, veggies, fruits, roach chow, high quality dog
kibble, etc. as food and lastly a heat
mat
under the container so they will
procreate. Species like dubias
can't climb vertical smooth
surface so there is no worrying
about them escaping. These
are not a pest species
like German
roaches and do not
carry disease or breed
in your house without
their heated bin. They also
do not smell, jump, or bite
and are a much better food
option than crickets when looking
for
staples. Crickets can be fed, but are not as healthy,
make noise, escape easily, and even a small number
can smell very bad compared to thousands of
roaches with no odor in their enclosures. These are
not difficult to breed either and make a good
regular feeder. Wild insects should never be fed off
as they can contain pesticides or parasites (even if
none are used in your yard), but with snails there is
somewhat of a way you can get around this. If you
find wild snails, you can keep them and detox for 2
months letting the chemicals pass out of their
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system completely so your tegu won't be harmed.
Plus they will start having babies which can be fed
off sooner. Other insects to feed are: superworms,
phoenix worms, hornworms, locusts, and
silkworms. Mealworms are pointless to feed since
they have more chitin than supers, are smaller, and
are only fed as a treat if at all. Wax worms and
butter worms can be fed once a month or so as a
treat too, but are very fatty and not healthy. Be sure
that properly sized prey items are offered so they
can swallow without trouble. Gutload insects for 24
hours before feeding to any animals and coat in
calcium powder. Gutloading is providing food for
24 hours to the insects so they are full of nutrients
and not basically empty shells. Asian markets are a
great place to buy food for your tegu since they
have many unusual meats not found in most
grocery stores. This is where snails, frog legs, duck
egg balut, crayfish, shrimp, whole scallops,whole
fish, and other whole prey or unique foods can be
bought. Always buy human grade fish or raise
your own healthy species of fish. Never use
feeders from a pet store, as they can carry
many diseases, are full of chemicals, and
certain species are not healthful to use
as food. Goldfish are one example of
something to never feed; besides being
contaminated and
Male Dubia Roach
containing barely any
Courtesy of Lillie Nyte
nutrition, they contain
the enzyme thiamise
which prevents thiamine (vitamin B1) from
absorbing and will cause a B1 deficiency. If you
want to breed your own feeder fish some healthy
options would be mosquito fish, guppies, convicts,
(all live bearing fish) and large snails can be raised
to feed off. This isn't a necessary part of the diet
though. As for meats, whole prey should be ideally
the only kind they are fed since options like ground
turkey for example do not contain organs, bones or
much nutrition.

These can be fed sometimes, but you want to stick
to foods previously mentioned and using whole
frozen/thawed chicken and/or quail hatchlings
rather than cut pieces of chicken for example.
Chicks, other whole prey, and whole ground meats
that contain bones and organs can be bought
online and shipped to your door. You can also find
local farms or breeders of rabbits, chicken, quail,
duck, turkeys and ask for their babies who did not
make it. Many will be willing to give them to you
instead of having to throw away or not know what
to do with them. It's a lot cheaper than paying for
shipping and could even be a source of free or very
cheap foods. Frozen/thawed or pre-killed rats are a
good addition to the diet, but should not be the
only whole prey offered or fed daily. Tegus love
eggs, which can be fed a few times per month,
although feeding too often can cause a biotin
deficiency. They can be offered hard boiled and
the shell can be eaten or crushed up to eat
depending on the size/strength of the tegu. Egg
shells are a cheap healthy way to provide calcium
supplementation to the diet; put shells in a coffee
grinder and it turns to a powder you can add to
their food instead of store bought calcium without
vitamin D-3 that often contains oyster shell which
is hard to digest and doesn't allow calcium to
absorb as well. Some organ meats like hearts and
beef liver can be fed; livers provide vitamin D, but
should not be overused. Cod liver oil is sometimes
added to food for vitamin D supplementation too.
With each meal it's good to provide calcium
without D-3, but about once or twice a week they
can get calcium with vitamin D-3 and
multivitamin powder. When feeding prey animals
(besides insects) it's always best to use frozen/
thawed so your tegu is not injured by them, and it's
more humane for the prey to not have a torturous
death. For example, rodents are put into Co2
chambers and fall asleep rather than being hunted
down and ripped apart. Live prey can scratch, bite,
and seriously injure your lizard. They can leave
bad scars, wounds that become infected, and even
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bite the tongue off your tegu which I have seen a
case of before. It's never worth risking the animals
health for your entertainment. Some people claim
it is more natural for them to eat live prey, but
putting prey inside a small enclosed space where
they can't flee and must resort to defending
themselves is very dangerous and not natural.
Others claim that tegus will "only" consume living,
moving food, which is also false (especially
considering how about 67% percent of wild adult's
diet is seeds, fruits, and vegetation) Tegus are also
scavengers and have no problem eating various
animal carcasses they come across in nature.
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(Vegetation)
Vegetation is a large, important part of Argentine
tegus diets. They require a variety of dark greens,
vegetables and some fruits that are not high in
oxalates, phosphates, phylates, or goitrogens. Foods
such as spinach and kale are high in oxalates which
bind with calcium and can lead to metabolic bone
disease. Metabolic bone disease can be caused by
lack of UV exposure, unhealthy/unvaried diet,
and not ingesting enough natural calcium/calcium
supplementation. The effects of this are: bones
becoming brittle, bending/deforming severely, and
the organs will start to shut down. Deformations
will show up in the whole body: jaw, legs, tail, back,
and overall stunted growth. Some first symptoms
of MBD are twitching, shaking, unbalanced
walking, and tail becoming kinked. If not stopped
it will lead to a slow, very painful death and sadly
the effects can not be reversed once the damage is
done. With proper care, animals with MBD that
aren't too far gone can end up being saved, but will
never be the same. Other dietary imbalances such
as too much goitrogen can cause thyroid problems
like goiter, enlarging and making hormone
production very difficult. Keeping an eye on their
Calcium:Phosphorous intake ratio is also part of
keeping a balanced diet.

So for every gram of phosphorus they eat, they need to consume a gram of calcium so the body can
correctly process and absorb it. When trying to figure out what foods are healthiest in this category
remember the higher Calcium level number is the better. Some foods with healthy Ca:P ratios: collard
greens (14.5:1), acorn squash (9:1), prickly pear cactus (2.32:1), and dandelion greens. (2.8:1) Unhealthy
food options are: corn (0.03:1), tomato (0.2:1), asparagus (0.38:1). Keep in mind that a good Ca:P ratio does
not always mean it's the healthiest, as other nutritional information has to be looked at too. Beet greens have
a 3:1 ratio, but are high in oxalates and bok choy is 2.8:1 but high in goitrogens so both of these should only
be fed around once a month. Two examples of vegetation to never feed are lettuce, which contains almost
no nutrition and citrus because it's acidic which throws off the Ca:P ratios earlier mentioned, can sting their
eyes if juice accidentally squirts in, and both examples cause diarrhea. Some healthy staples are: collard
greens, acorn squash, mustard greens, prickly pear cactus (spines removed), alfalfa, dandelion greens,
endive, green beans, papaya, okra, snap peas, and watercress. Argentine Red tegus are known to eat more
fruit than the other species. Some Bananas make a good treat, but should not be fed often as the high
potassium levels block calcium absorption. A broken down nutritional chart of vegetation options and how
often they can be fed is seen here on the Iguana Society Food Information Chart and a long fruit chart with
information from healthiest to least can be seen on the Iguana Den Fruit Calcium : Phosphorus Ratios
page. Just be sure to avoid the citrus listed in the Iguana Den fruit list! (What vegetation is healthy goes
across the boards, so don't be thrown off by the label iguana. These options apply to tegus, bearded
dragons, blue tongue skinks, and other omnivorous lizards.)
Green Iguana Society Food Chart
Iguana Den Calcium Food Chart
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Beginner Tarantulas part 1 – The Arboreals
Avicularia species
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One of the most popular and recognizable tarantulas in
the hobby is the well known Avicularia versicolor,
commonly named the Antilles pink toe tarantula,
Martinique pink toe, or Martinique red tree spider.
Pink toes are so named due to their pink foot pads.
This brilliantly colored species and it's slightly duller
cousins make great pets due to their generally docile
nature. They are not prone to biting or kicking out
urticating hairs and when threatened prefer to escape
or shoot a stream of excrement at the perceived threat.
All species in this genus are arboreal tree-dwellers
from tropical South American rain forests.
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The Antilles pink toe
(Avicularia versicolor)
This species is one of the most
colorful tarantulas
commonly available in the
hobby. They are bright blue
as spiderlings and turn into
adults that have a green carapace and
an overall reddish/pinkish/purplish coloration.
This species must be housed individually due to a
high risk of cannibalism.
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Common pink toes (Avicularia avicularia) and
others
Other species of pink toes while not as colorful as the
versicolors also make very attractive pets. They are
often darker colored sometimes appearing black with a
blue or purple sheen and some even have reddish hairs
on the abdomen with adorable little pink toes. While it
is possible to keep common pink toes communally in a
large enough enclosure, each species is different and
Avicularia avicularia seems to be the exception to the
general rule and cannibalism is still a risk if over

crowding occurs.
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Choosing a pet tarantula
Many species of tarantulas including pink toes are still
commonly imported but there are many breeders that
also sell captive bred spiderlings. The pit falls of
imported tarantulas are that they are often deprived of
basic necessities during transport and are often offered
for sale in poor condition – malnourished, dehydrated,
possibly injured, or afflicted with parasites.
When purchasing a tarantula take into
consideration the body condition of the
animal, it should not be missing any
legs and have a nicely rounded
good sized abdomen. Any
strange bumps on the body
or asymmetry to the
abdomen may indicate
injury, disease, or a parasitic
infection. While a young
tarantula has the ability to
eventually re-grow lost limbs they
may also experience complications
during molting related to the missing limb
and an older tarantula may not have very many
chances left to molt and regain the limb. I
personally do not recommend purchasing a very
small spiderling that is less than 1 inch in size for the
beginner as these are delicate animals and may be
difficult to keep alive.
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Caging
A tall plastic container with proper ventilation would
be a perfect home for any pink toe. Custom made clear
acrylic enclosures make suitable habitats and also
make beautiful displays in your home. It is also
possible to use clear half gallon or gallon sized plastic
jars. Proper ventilation is very important because
stagnant air and too much moisture will lead to

unhealthy conditions developing in the enclosure
including mold, fungus growth, and the appearance of
flies. Ventilation can be achieved by drilling holes in
plastic and acrylic containers or cutting out sections
and installing plastic or metal mesh screening. To
maintain proper humidity enclosures should be lightly
misted every 2 to 3 days which also allows the
tarantulas to drink from water droplets. Be sure not to
get the tarantula itself wet or overly soak the substrate
which should be allowed to dry between mistings. A
small shallow water dish such as a condiment cup or
bottle cap may also be provided for larger juveniles or
adults.
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commercially sold reptile heat pad specifically made
for plastic enclosures may be installed on one side.
This will allow your pink toe to regulate it's body
temperature by moving onto or away from the heat
pad, you may also find that this will allow you to view
your tarantula more often as it will leave the webbed
retreat for this purpose. Optimum conditions include
temperatures in the 75 to 82 degree range and
humidity levels at around 75%.
Juvenile to adult pink toes may be fed crickets,
appropriately sized roaches, or meal worms every 10
to 14 days while spiderlings may be offered fruit flies
or pinhead crickets every 5 to 7 days. Care should be
taken that prey size should not be much larger than the
tarantula's abdomen.
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A variety of
substrates or can be used for Avicularia from
vermiculite to soil type substances or a mixture of
both. My personal recommendation is coconut fiber
commonly sold as Eco Earth as it is naturalistic in
appearance and also retains humidity well. A layer of
substrate of at least 3 inches is recommended.

"

Since Avicularia species naturally live in trees,
artificial plants and cork bark pieces will allow them to
create suitable retreats using their web. They will
usually create a funnel shaped web in which they will
spend much of their time and retreat to when startled.

"

Captive care
All tarantulas are able to thrive in
conditions that are comfortable for
humans and commonly found in
the average home. An ambient
temperature range between 68 to
82 degrees Fahrenheit is sufficient
for any tarantula species. If you find
that conditions on the colder end of
this range are causing your tarantula to
stop feeding or act sluggish then a

Handling
Care should be taken when handling your pet tarantula
so that it does not injure itself in a possible fall. Being
arboreal, Avicularia are great climbers and jumpers
however a fall from too great a height may still
injure or even kill a pink toe. Avoid too much
unnecessary handling as that will only create stress for
your tarantula. Also keep in mind that these species are
very fast and can get away from you very quickly and
it is possible to lose them in a large open space.

"

Molting
All tarantulas have an exoskeleton that they will need
to shed out of as they grow in a process known as
molting. On average, spiderlings molt about once a
month and adult spiders molt only once or twice a
year. A tarantula will typically stop feeding and
become slightly lethargic as the time for a molt grows
near, some may even appear darker or duller in
coloration. It is important that proper humidity is
provided to ensure a successful molt. If a tarantula is
unable to molt properly it may become stuck and could
lose a limb or even die if it is unable to separate itself
from its old exoskeleton. Immediately after molting
the tarantula will have white fangs and it will need
time for it's new
exoskeleton to harden
making the spider
extremely vulnerable. It
should not be disturbed or
offered food until the
exoskeleton has had time
to harden,

which may only take a day or two for spiderlings but as long as a week for an adult.

"

Avicularia tarantulas generally make very interesting and pretty captives. They are also relatively inexpensive to
purchase and care for. They may not live as long as some other tarantulas, males typically only live for 2 to 3 years
and females for 6 to 10 years but they are an enjoyable species to keep and observe in the interim.

"

"
"For the first twenty years of my life I lived in
Herping in Massachusetts (Part 1)

a small Massachusetts town that sits on the
border of Southern New Hampshire. As a child,
I didn’t have the opportunity to see too many
herps in my yard other than the occasional
garter (Thamnophis sirtalis) or ribbon snake
(Thamnophis sauritus) and some ill-fated
salamanders that unfortunately ended up in
the filter of our pool.

In most of my travels other
amphibians – frogs and toads – have always
been an easy target. This was true for me
while growing up in Massachusetts as
well. Though my interest has increased over
the last several years in respect to amphibians
I previously didn’t focus on them much at all.
In fact, I mostly considered frogs and toads to
be a good omen for finding snakes (when
roadcruising I have always made a note of the
positive correlation between amphibians on
the road and the presence of snakes).

"I certainly have grown to appreciate

amphibians and I find them truly fascinating in
their own right. However, I formerly found
frogs and toads to be most useful as topics of
my photographs when I was field herping and
there were no snakes to be found. I recall one
specific night in Costa Rica when I realized
how much I enjoyed finding amphibians. I was
out road cruising with a friend who suddenly
felt ill. We returned to our hotel knowing
that I wouldn’t have time to make it back to the
area we had been searching during prime snake
hunting hours. So, I decided to walk around
the property of the Villa Lapas, where we were
staying, instead. Happily, it seemed like I
couldn’t move more than a few feet without
encountering at least one frog (or even a
Bufo marinus). That night ended up being one

of my most memorable experiences while on the
trip. When I returned home I had a great time
looking through the photographs and trying
to identify all the different species.

"Over the past five or six years I have also

grown quite fond of listening to wild frog
calls. Is there anything more beautiful
sounding than the natural music made by
frogs? While herping in Peru I spent an
evening trolling for caiman on a small boat.
The area we were in seemed to be in the middle
of nowhere and everything us was completely
black. Our flashlight beams illuminated lily
pads and groups of small plants that the
frogs were using as hiding spots. Once we
settled into one location and shut off our
lights the only sense we had use of was our
hearing and it was flooded with the most
amazing frog calls. We heard what seemed like
a never-ending chorus of “Tink, tink, tink”
echoing in the darkness all around our boat. I
liked the sound so much that I made a
recording of it. When I listen to it I feel like I
have been transported back into the wilds of
the Amazon. However, the sound of frogs
calling also brings me back to my youth in New
England. Massachusetts residents are
fortunate enough to have ten species of
calling frogs and toads that make their home
in the state.

"These calling frogs and toads can be heard

throughout the state. Typically the first frog
calls of the spring come from wood frogs
(Rana sylvatica). During some years it is
possible to hear the distinct “quack” made by
wood frogs as early as late February. Wood
frogs are easy to find as they spend their time
in vernal pools. Vernal pools are seasonal or
temporary bodies of water that house a variety
of animals and plants. Many of the amphibians
of Massachusetts can be found in vernal pools
but the wood frogs are the most well known
vernal pool inhabitants.

"Other calling frogs can be heard throughout

most of the night during Massachusetts
springs and summers. Many homes in Florida
have year round air conditioning but it is not
really common in a lot of New England
neighborhoods. When it gets really hot New
England residents use window AC units.
Often, though, windows are left open at night
to let the air come in and cool off the house.

I have always loved sleeping with the windows
open in late spring and early summer. But, if
one is not used to the sound of the spring
peepers (Pseudacris crucifer) it might be
difficult to sleep. What are spring peepers? I
have a feeling that many of my childhood
neighbors wouldn’t be able to identify one in a
line up even though they are completely
familiar with the spring peeper call. A spring
peeper is a small (around one inch or so) frog
that typically begins calling at the start of
the spring season. It is the smallest frog in
the state and certainly seems to be the most
well represented. However, there are times
when the spring peeper’s calls are deafening.
Several years ago I took a video at a family
gathering in my parent’s backyard. Later, when
I watched the recording I realized that the
spring peepers overpowered all human
conversation and the only thing that could be
heard on the video were the tiny frogs
calling.

"

There are many other frogs and toads that can
be found in Massachusetts. The beautiful
Northern Leopard frog (Lithobates pipiens),
which also tends to start calling in early to
mid spring, is a common site as its range covers
a large majority of the state. I happen across
many leopard frogs while hiking around the
woods near perimeters of shallow ponds.
Often, I will be walking and right in front of
my feet I will see a blur of movement and then
hear a loud “plop”. When this happens the
responsible party is typically a leopard frog
who happened to be hanging out on the edge.
Leopard frogs should not be confused with
the more common and equally stunning
pickerel frog (Rana palustris). The calls of
both the leopard and the pickerel frog sound
comparable and both frogs have similar
patterns.

"But, my favorite Massachusetts frog happens

to be the American
bullfrog (Rana
catesbeiana). These guys
make excellent subjects
for photographs! The
bullfrog is the largest
frog in Massachusetts
and it also has a range
throughout nearly the
entire state. The call is
very distinctive and the
bullfrogs don’t worry
too much about being
spotted. They are
relatively easy to find – usually hanging out
with just their heads above water. They don’t
tend to frighten too easily either. In my
experience they have let me get rather close
before they have taken off. The American
bullfrog is easily confused with the green
frog (Rana clamitans). Green frogs are large
and their size may be responsible for the
common misattribution to bullfrogs. The best

way to identify a green frog
is to look for a ridge that goes
down the length of the frog’s back.
Bullfrogs do not have a dorsal lateral ridge
like this.

"Given all these wonderful calling frogs it is

no wonder why I return to New England at
least once a year in order to field herp (and
of course to be around my family). Like any
overly focused field herper I have been known
to spend time that I don’t have herping as
well. As I mentioned in a previous installment
of Tales & Trails I flew to Massachusetts four
years ago for my cousin Becky’s wedding and,
much to the chagrin of my Aunt, I missed the
ceremony because I lost track of time while
field herping.

"I have already highlighted a few of the calling
frog species of Massachusetts. But, it is
important to note that Massachusetts has an
abundance of herp life – currently there are
45 accepted herp species. Amphibians are
represented with twenty-one different species
and reptiles (snakes and turtles only as there
are no native lizard species in New England)
are responsible for the other twenty-four.
Bordering states like
Rhode Island,
Connecticut, and New
Hampshire have many of
the same species. For
example, there are seven
recognized species of
turtle in New Hampshire.
In addition to the seven
species in New
Hampshire,
Massachusetts is
home to spotted
turtles (Clemmys
guttata),
Diamondback
terrapins (Malaclemys
terrapin), and northern
redbelly cooters (Pseudemys
rubriventris) [none of which have
been documented in New Hampshire].

"However, a great deal of the species found in

the state of Massachusetts are threatened or
otherwise endangered.

This is especially true in the case of our
shelled friends the chelonians. Certainly this
status can make the dedicated field herper’s
search a little more challenging which means
that I still have many target species that I
have yet to find. The tiny Bog turtle
(glyptemys muhlenbergii), which maxes out at
about 4 inches, holds the state status of being
endangered and the federal status of
threatened. These turtles are
at the top of my list of “must
finds” but so far they have
eluded me. I have a few
friends who have found
numerous bog turtles
over the years in
Massachusetts and they
tell me one of the reasons
these turtles are so
difficult to find is that
they spend a great deal of
time below a layer of mud
and will quickly flee at
the slightest sense of
danger. Add to this their
tiny size and it is easy to
reach the conclusion that finding a bog turtle
requires a little bit of luck. Typically active
from mid-March to Mid-October bog turtles in
Massachusetts are reportedly found only in
the lower half of Berkshire county. To
understand how significant this is I must point
out that the state of Massachusetts has
fourteen counties – most of which are quite
large. It would be great to find a bog turtle in
Berkshire county but the real accomplishment
is reserved for the herper who finds one in
another Massachusetts county.

"Spotted turtles (Clemmys guttata) have a much

wider range throughout the state than their
close counterparts the bog turtles. However,
spotted turtles are also still on my list as a
species I haven’t found in the wild. One of the
most frustrating things for a field herper is
hearing about how a non-herper easily
stumbled across one’s target species. I
experienced this in the case of spotted
turtles. One day my younger cousin Emily
called me from Massachusetts and said she
had found a small turtle in the middle of the
road near my grandmother’s house. She wanted
to know if I could identify the turtle for her
so she sent me a photo. As soon as I got the
picture my jaw dropped and my pulse
quickened. A spotted! How did she stumble
across a spotted turtle? I had put in hours
hiking around the exact spot only weeks
before searching for spotted turtles with no
luck.

"A final Massachusetts turtle that remains

high on my life-list is the North American
wood turtle (Glyptemys insculpta). I have kept
these turtles for several years and they
happen to be my one of my absolute favorites.
They are known for their intelligence and

personality as well as their bright beautiful
orange coloration. My captive wood turtles
live outside in a large pen and I am used to
them approaching me as soon as I am close to
their enclosure. It may be me giving them an
anthropomorphic quality but I feel that
sometimes they even “fight” each other to see
who can get to me the quickest. Not so in the
wild! I certainly have put in an abundance of
time in areas I expect wood turtles to frequent
but I have yet to spot a wood turtle. Through
my association with the Turtle & Tortoise Club
of Florida I have made
friends with several field
herpers who are a
generation older than I
am. These herpers have
tales that make my head
spin. I can never get
enough old time herping
stories from these
guys. In the case of
wood turtles I have a
friend named Ralph
who grew up in New
Jersey. As a child
Ralph was able to
find
wood turtles every
weekend. In fact, the very
first
turtle he ever saw in the wild
was an adult wood turtle laying eggs. Now
that’s a cool image!

"Ready to hit the road to start herping in New
England? Then, stay tuned for the next
installment of Tales & Trails which will
feature additional turtles and snakes of
Massachusetts.

"

So we awoke to some awesome news today! We discovered that we here at
Herpetoculture House Digital Reptile Magazine had been nominated not once,
but multiple times for readers choice of Best Reptile Magazine for 2013! We were
floored by the support and there’s still some time left to nominate us if you think
this is a quality publication we ask two things. !

"

1) Tell a friend or send them this issue!

"
2)
"
"

Nominate us over at The Reptile Report!

